
A breakthrough in coiled tubing tech-
nology by STEP Energy Services will 
soon be saving operators time and 

money. No longer will they need to rig out 
and rig in again to service a well just three 
metres away on the same pad. The new STEP-
designed ultra-capacity spread enables the 
company to service six or more wells without 
moving a single piece of equipment. The heart 
of the three-part system is the new STEP-
ARM (Articulating Rotational Mast)—a first 
in the industry. A COMMAND CENTER and 
ultra-capacity reel trailer capable of deploying 
up to 6,800 metres of 73.0 mm (2 7/8”) tubing 
rounds out the new revolutionary spread.

Now that over 70% of WCSB wells are hori-
zontal and increasing in length, depth and 
complexity, “STEP’s founders saw a gap in the 
marketplace of equipment capable of servicing 
these challenging wellbores both safely and effi-
ciently; that is the definitive purpose of the ultra-
capacity spread,” says Marc Johnson, VP Sales & 
Marketing. “A typical pad includes many pieces 
of heavy equipment at any given time. It stands 
to reason that if you reduce the amount of time 
one service provider is required to spend on a 
lease, you increase the efficiencies of the entire 
operation. The STEP-ARM and ultra-capacity 
spread are designed so that the equipment can 
service multiple wells without having to re-spot.” 
Rigging-in can take up to eight hours, “so if you 
have a six-well pad you can potentially reduce 
the time required by our services on a job site by 
a day, if not more.” The ARM also eliminates one 
man from the lease, the need for crane anchors, 
and potentially dangerous crane side loading as 
well. “It is a unique solution that both addresses 
safety considerations and operational efficien-
cies of these types of deep, coiled tubing inter-
vention programs,” says Johnson.

Bailey Epp, VP Engineering & Technology at 
STEP, says the engineering for the STEP-ARM 
was demanding; the design had never been 
done before. “The most challenging obstacle 

was working at greater heights; we had to con-
sider things like wind load, the capacity of the 
system and the working radius of the unit. We 
took crane technology and integrated it into a 
dual-boom, masted system.”

Epp worked closely with Serva Group 
Canada and Perazzi Engineering of Piacenza, 
Italy, on the design. “The design specifications 
were to lift 40,000 lbs on a radius of six wells 
spaced at five metres,” he explains. “The goal 
was to capture as many wells as we could with-
out having to re-spot the equipment, while be-
ing cognizant of the engineering constraints in 
the design of the mast.” Another constraint was 
ensuring the whole assembly was road-legal in 
terms of weight and dimensions. “The United 
States is a potential market for STEP in the fu-
ture, so we had to take into account various fed-
eral regulations.”

The other two main components of the 
spread—the ultra-capacity reel trailer and the 
COMMAND CENTER—were “designed for 
increased capacity,” says Epp.

Importantly, the design of the STEP-ARM 
allows the unit to access multiple wellheads 
while keeping the coil tubing pointed in the 
same direction as the spooling reel trailer. “That 
specific scope of the project—the ability to rotate 
the mast while the injector counter-rotates and 
points at the reel as you are slewing the mast—is 

a technology that has never been done before,” 
says Epp.

The ultra-capacity spread was designed 
with evolution in mind, too, allowing for new 
modifications in response to changing well and 
pad technology. “We are excited to prove the 
concept of this revolutionary innovation, and 
for our clients to experience the quantifiable 
efficiencies gained using this spread. We are fo-
cused on the future of coiled tubing technology 
and services, specifically how STEP can further 
increase our operational capabilities and en-
hance the technical services we deliver to our 
clients,” says Epp.
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A big STEP for the Coiled Tubing Industry

STEP Energy Services’ new ultra-capacity spread unit is changing the way 
coiled tubing services are offered.
By Graham Chandler
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